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Approved by officers on behalf of the Board on 1 April 2019

Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Religion and Oriental Studies

Brief note about nature of change: Correction to list of available papers

Location of change
In Examination Regulations [https://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hsoreliandoriestud/]

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination from 2020-21

Detail of change
Change 1: Amend citation reference 1.56 as follows (new text underlined):

*Paper (3220) Rahner;*

*Paper (3221) Liberation Theology and its Legacy;*

*Paper (3222) Postliberal Theology;*

*Paper (3223) Radical Orthodoxy;*

Change 3: Amend citation reference 1.67 as follows (new text underlined):

*Paper (3309) Studies in the Abrahamic Religions;*

*Paper (3310) Varieties of Judaism 100BCE - 100CE*

Explanatory Notes
This change corrects the accidental omission of four papers from the Honour School. It has been the intention since the inception of the curriculum that all Honour School papers...
offered by the Faculty of Theology and Religion should be available to candidates for the Honour School of Religion and Oriental Studies.